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Get manuals for Xbox consoles, the Kinect sensor, and all Xbox accessories.

Share Save It may not have a new name, but the Xbox certainly has received quite a facelift on this the fifth
anniversary of its unveiling. The new Xbox aka the "Xbox GB" makes up for its familiar name by offering a
starkly refreshed and, in our eyes, significantly sexier design than its predecessor -- which honestly was quite
the looker in its day. There are massive vents on nearly every side, a giant and, presumably, low-RPM fan
hiding on the right side, and that new piano black gloss sheen that Sony ditched for the PS3 Slim. It looks
lovely fresh out of the box but should be covered in fingerprints in no time flat. That we were having such a
problem says something about how much quieter this new design is. With the old Xbox , you always knew
exactly when it turned on -- even if you were in another room you could feel the vibrations from that
DVD-ROM spinning up. The new model is far, far quieter. Storage This new model is basically replacing the
elite, offering GB to its current GB of storage. That boosted size is now encapsulated inside the bottom of the
unit rather than sitting on the top, hiding under a vent. The data transfer cable enables you to connect your
old-style hard drive via USB to the new console, which makes migration pretty painless. Microsoft also added
the ability to store information to USB thumb drives as well, which gives another means for transferring your
precious datas. Buttons In another move that flies counter to a change Sony made on the Slim, the new Xbox
features exclusively touch sensitive buttons. We found the power light to be a little bit dim, too, leaving us
unsure of whether or not it was actually on. Connectivity Biggest news on the connectivity front is Not ideal,
but better than nothing. Games Naturally all your old games will still work here and will work just as well as
before. Controller There is a slightly new look to the black controller that ships with this console, sporting a
gloss bottom instead of the gray of the current Elite machine, but otherwise it remains unchanged.
Connectivity, revisited A lot of things have stayed the same for connectivity, including that HDMI port, which
is sadly not getting an upgrade to 1. Xbox GB first unboxing! But, the five-year-old Xbox is showing that it
still has legs, and with the redesign of the Xbox GB those legs are looking shapelier than ever. And, that the
system is quieter than ever is a hugely positive step. Naturally, none of this changes the core formula of the
Xbox , but a smaller, quieter, and hopefully more reliable system could certainly help to push this black
beauty into those homes that are still making do without.
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Improper use of batteries may result in battery fluid leakage, overheating, or explosion. Risk of fire if batteries
are replaced by an incorrect type. Released battery fluid is corrosive and may be toxic. It can cause skin and
eye burns, and is harmful if swallowed. To reduce the risk of injury: Do not leave batteries in the AA battery
pack when it is not installed in the controller. If fluid from the battery comes into contact with skin or clothes,
flush skin with water immediately. Insert batteries according to the following instructions. Important HealtH
WarnIngS aBout playIng VIDeo gameS photosensitive Seizures A very small percentage of people may
experience a seizure when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights or patterns that may
appear in video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed
condition that can cause these "photosensitive epileptic seizures" while watching video games. These seizures
may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or
shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause
loss of consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking nearby objects.
Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these symptoms. Parents should watch
for or ask their children about the above symptomsâ€”children and teenagers are more likely than adults to
experience these seizures. The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following
precautions: If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor before
playing. Use of game controllers, keyboards, mice, or other electronic input devices may be linked to serious
injuries or disorders. When playing video games, as with many activities, you may experience occasional
discomfort in your hands, arms, shoulders, neck, or other parts of your body. Symptoms such as these can be
associated with painful and sometimes permanently disabling injuries or disorders of the nerves, muscles,
tendons, blood vessels, and other parts of the body. These musculoskeletal disorders MSDs include carpal
tunnel syndrome, tendonitis, tenosynovitis, vibration syndromes, and other conditions. While researchers are
not yet able to answer many questions about MSDs, there is general agreement that many factors may be
linked to their occurrence, including medical and physical conditions, stress and how one copes with it, overall
health, and how a person positions and uses their body during work and other activities including playing a
video game. Some studies suggest that the amount of time a person performs an activity may also be a factor.
Some guidelines that may help you work and play more comfortably and possibly reduce your risk of
experiencing an MSD can be found in the Healthy Gaming Guide at www. These guidelines address topics
such as: If you have questions about how your own lifestyle, activities, or medical or physical condition may
be related to MSDs, see a qualified health professional. Insert a battery pack. The wireless controller uses only
the AA battery pack provided with 1 AA disposable batteries or the Xbox Rechargeable Battery Pack sold
separately. Introduce the controller to the console by wirelessly connecting 2 Insert Batteries To insert
batteries into the wireless controller AA battery pack: For best performance, AA rechargeable batteries are not
recommended. Slide the AA battery pack back into place on the controller and push 3.
Chapter 3 : xbox owners manual pdf | PDF Owner Manuals and User Guides
Xbox Game Controller, Unionlike USB Wired Gamepad, Joypad with Shoulders Buttons, for Microsoft Xbox /Xbox
Slim/PC Windows 7, White.
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View and Download Microsoft Xbox manual online. Xbox Video Game Controller pdf manual download.
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Find great deals on eBay for xbox manual. Shop with confidence.

Chapter 6 : Xbox Manuals | Xbox Specs | Kinect Manual | Xbox Support
This video is a Tutorial of how to install a xbox system.

Chapter 7 : Xbox games, news, reviews, videos and cheats - GameSpot
EXPLORE YOUR XBOX Â® Setup & warranty REgistER YOUR XBOX Â® OnLinE tOdaY It only takes a few minutes to
join the XboxÂ® community and gain access to exclusive information, rewards, and offers.

Chapter 8 : Xbox Game Manuals | Microsoft Xbox Games | Download Game Manuals
It's normal these days, because the kind of people that will buy a S are the kind of people that will have a computer,
smartphone or tablet (so they can access the digital version) and including a full paper manual in every box is a waste of
paper.

Chapter 9 : Xbox | Official Site
Before using this product, read this manual and the Xbox console manuals for important safety and health information.
Keep all manuals for future reference.
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